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1. At Arden Rouse my attention was celled to the IT March 1??6
issue of the French popular oagaaine, MUTCH, which had on article

on a particularly challenging “sighting" of a k>C (oysterieux objet
celestlel) in the fora of a radar photograph confirmed by a visual

sighting by the pilot of a scheduled airline*

2, Are m keeping in touch ;dth the Air Force center bn these
things? Does it concern itself with foreign "sightings" such as the
above?

3*1 *n also informed that id the cosddg year Mars will reach
its closest point to the Earth in a long period* Outlandish as it may

*

seen, 1 dofeel that C5I has the responsibility to keep its finger on
this general subject if for no other purpose than to am the front
office with the refutation of the more spectacular published reports.

Depu^yi3irector/intellij
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' 26 Kirch 1956

MEtBRANDUM FORx Assistant Director/Scientific Intelligence

5UBJ3C? t Flying Saucers

X. At Arden House ny attention was celled to the 17 &reh 1956
issue of the French popular magazine, MATCH, which had on article
on a particularly challenging "sighting* of a &C (mysterieux ohjet
celestial) in the fora of a radar photograph confirmed by a visual
sighting by the pilot of a scheduled airline*

2* Are we keeping in touch with the Air Force center bn these
things? Does it concern itself with foreign "sightings” such as the
above?

3* I an also informed that in the coming year Uars tell reach
its closest point to the Barth in a long period* Outlandish as it may

'

seen, I do feel that OSI has the responsibility to keep its finger on
this general subject if for no other purpose than to am the front
office with the refutation of the store spectacular published reports.

DephtyDirector/lntelli]
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